
IMAR presents a 
photostudy of the in
terior of a home, re
decorated for a mar
riage, in the Libyan 
town of Ghadames. 
This study was ex

ecuted by a group of architecture students 
from the farulty of engineering at AI-Fatah 
University of Tripoli, Libya, under the 
direction of their professor, Intisar Azzouz. 
Ghadames, situated in an oasis near the 
western Libyan frontier with Tunisia and 
Algeria, is an ancient settlement on the route 
between the Mediterranean and sub
Saharan Africa. 
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I n Ghadames, a town of five 
thousand inhabitants, its traditional 
buildings constructed of mud-brick, 
are fast disappearing or undergoing 
radical transformation with the in
troduction of modem conveniences, = such as electricity, televisions, and 

automobiles. 
The town displays a fascinating architectural 
and design response to prevailing social 
mores: the first is the separate pedestrian 
networks for males and females, the latter 
network super-imposed vertically upon the 
former; the second phenomenon is the way 
in which interiors of traditional dwellings 
continue to be repainted today, with a rich, 

Top: The traditional bridal dress; here worn by the 
author and photographer of the Gallery presenflltion, 
Dr. lntisar Azzouz. 
Above: The painted wall and doors of the closet built 
into the wall provides storage for smaller items. 
Left: A covered street with benches, used primarily by 
men, concentrates the light where crossings occur. 



undoubtedly centuries-old, decorative voca
bulary each time spaces are reallocated be
cause of marriage or death in the family. 
This physical separation of women, except 
for certain hours of the day to the roof-tops, 
interconnected by an intricate system of 
passageways, contrasts sharply with the 
astonishllgly innovative artistic contribu
tion of these same women through the 
colourful motifs used to decorate domestic 
interiors. 
While these outstandingly unique qualities 
of traditional - yet contemporary - life in 

. Ghadames merit a more in-depth presenta
tion and analysis (which we have been 
assured is forthcoming), the editors of 
MlMAR nevertheless wish to bring their 
readers' attention to the purely visual 
dimension of the interior decoration: the 
articulation of abstract designs around 
architectural elements (doors, niches, stairs); 
contrasts of wall-reliefs and flat, geometric 
patterns; the nuances of integration of 
painted design and certain textile motifs, 
metal utensils and other locally crafted pro
ducts. We present this through the decora
tion of a single house for a wedding. The 
very fact that such traditional imagery con
tinues to be practiced on a regular basis 
deserved particular recognition. 

Top: A walkway jor women on the rooj if the house 
with a small open room used jor sleeping in the 
summertime. 
Above: Television antenna on roofi signal the arrival 
if western technology. 
Top right: The gleaming white plastered minaret oj 
the great mosque seen from the courtyard if the 
marriage house. 
Right: The recently whitewashed interior if a central 
room, with certain jorms in relief, ready for new 
painting if decorative motifi· 
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The central room decorated in the traditional wedding 
red. The new doorway at the bottom of the stairs leads to 
a private room whilst the door half-way up the staircase 
leads to a storage space. The smaller doors under the 
stairs are to cupboards serving a variety of uses. 
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Above: The main wedding room where objects, such as 
mirrors and copper plates, reflect light and display 
dowry items. 
Left: The decorated marriage bedroom . The actual bed 
is recessed out of sight. 
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Above: Niches used jor cooling water jugs. 
Right: Detailed exquisiteness: a small niche with jar, 
copper cups and mirror on the wall decoration. 
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